


ln a ground-breaking work, a Spanish grandmaster explains ho* :.=a:
used to overcome technical obstacles on the chessboard.

Once they have obtained an advantage, too many players make tt e r-
assuming that the exploitation of this advantage will just be a matter cf
requiring accuracy but little imagination. Romero shows, by examining :
great chess champions, that the opposite is often the case: sometimes
paradoxical solution that works, whereas the mechanical method would
the hard-earned advantage.

By following Romero in his investigation of the many outstanding practicar era-: *s
in this book, readers will inevitably increase their understanding of chess s:ra:s:.
general, and fine-tune their instinct for sensing those critical moments whe^ -:--
standard solutions are necessary.

Alfonso Romero is a grandmaster from Spain, and was editor of the magaz^.
Gambito. He was runner-up in the 198415 European Junior Championship ar: -es
represented his country in several Olympiads. He won the bronze medal on ::a': i
at the 2002 Bled Olympiad. He has a reputation for playing imaginative attac< r-:
chess. This is his first chess book.
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